Personal Knowledge Management

A few ideas...😊
Where are we now?

• A flood of knowledge, from our personal, academic, career lives
• This applies to everyone- staff, students, citizens
• New ways of managing personal information
My own journey

- Paper > Palm > OneNote > Wiki
What didn’t work (or no longer works) for me

• Paper
• Microsoft OneDrive
• Evernote
• Microsoft OneNote
Wiki- Confluence

- Thought it was only for ‘big’ stuff (eg Wikipedia)
- Accessible everywhere (inc. all mobile devices)
- Permanently and instantly synced
- Fully searchable
- Exportable
- Needs no organising?
Wiki- Confluence

Applications

• Work-based wiki
• Personal
• Student resource

• Free options (eg PBWorks)
My best solution (so far)

• Often a variety of tools (linked to my Wiki)
• Wunderlist- only for short, disposable links
• Facebook- ‘Saved’ feature
• Files- still worth tidying 😊
• OneDrive- great for files
• Flickr- one-stop shop for photos

• My own blogs, to search through (index on Wiki)